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with this young man than that of administering at once a good
spanking, and this hard enough to hurt, and repeating without
lapse on every such occasion until the habit is broken. While
with right training much corporal punishment can be avoided,
yet there are times, as in this case, when the jolt of such chastise-
ment is the only thing that will eliminate from a child's person-
ality the tendency to a habit that is vicious in its effect, and
from which the child must be delivered immediately for his own
sake as well as for the sake of those about him.
Temper. Then there are the temper spells to which many
children are subject, and they are manifested in different ways.
We are all quite familiar with them,—yelling, screaming, hold-
ing the breath, pounding the head, kicking. There are just two
ways of dealing with such outbursts. You may take your choice,
dependent upon the exigencies of the occasion and your judgment
in the matter. If Baby Jack is acting up in any such way, get
out of the room as quickly as possible and leave him to himself.
No child cares to play to an empty house. The show will soon be
over. There are times, however, when this will not be practical.
You may be in a hurry, other things may be waiting, and it may
be necessary for Baby Jack to cooperate, and that immediately.
And if Baby Jack has gotten into this habit, you may feel im-
pressed with the need of getting him out of it as quickly as pos-
sible. Again a good spanking is a wonderful help. And the few
spankings that you may need to administer now will mean that
you soon will be able to join the anticorporal-punishment class.
One little boy of twenty months chose to express his displeasure
by screaming and spitting. The retribution that swiftly fol-
lowed the few times he attempted it was very effective in its
result, and though the little fellow was known afterwards to
venture the threat, "I'll scream, spit, and holler," it was noted
that he never actually did. Unless the situation seems to de-
mand immediate chastisement, however, the absolute ignoring
of emotional outbursts to the extent of leaving the child entirely
to himself is a very wise plan to follow. He will soon learn that
such actions get him nowhere, and bring him only loneliness.
Sulking and Pouting. Some children are very prone to de-
velop the habit of sulking and pouting. Absolute ignoring of the
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